Golf Course Guidance
1. All golfers will pre‐register over the phone or internet (all golfers will require a Tee time, no walk ons).
2. Immediate family and quarantine partners may ride in the same cart, provided the driver remains the
driver throughout the round and the passenger remains the passenger.
3. Guests are required to remove all trash from the golf carts following the round.
4. The hitting net will be open. There will only be 2 mats so 2 golfers at a time. Tees will not be
available to reduce customers touching range balls. Range balls must be moved by using your golf
club.
5. Face coverings are now mandatory inside the clubhouse and restaurant.
6. The flagsticks will not be removed, or the golf course can opt not to use flagsticks
7. Devices will be installed to prevent the ball from falling all the way in the hole or from entering the
hole all together (raised cups). Coyote Moon will install foam in the cups so the ball rests on top.
8. Bunker rakes, sand buckets/bottles, and ball washers will be removed or rendered inoperable.
9. Limited indoor and outdoor seating for the restaurant will be available. Customers must maintain 6
feet of social distancing at all times while on property. The bar will be closed to avoid any gatherings.
10. Customers will be allowed in the facilities (golf shop and restaurant). Only 2 at a time allowed in the
golf shop. We encourage all guests to wear face masks when inside the facilities and close to other
guests.
11. A golf marshal will ensure proper social distancing and no congregating or groups larger than 4.
12. Tee times will be expanded to allow additional time in between tee times. This will result in
increased spacing between golfing groups and players. Hole #1 must be clear for next group to tee off.
13. Facilities may take additional measures to ensure employees and customer safety. Rules and signage
will be posted for all golfers on site. Restroom facilities will be open with limited number of capacity at
one time (clubhouse restrooms and golf course restrooms).
14. Golfers will maintain 6’ or more space in between each other.
15. No high fives, handshakes, or hugs. 16. Everyone must keep their own scorecards or a single person
will be responsible for all scoring (no passing scorecards). 17. No sharing clubs or other golf equipment.
These are guidelines from Nevada County Public Health. Please note if these guidelines are not
followed you will be asked to leave and the course may be shut down for the 2020 season.

